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About This Game

Sharpen your axe and equip your hammer - Runic Rampage is the brutal action adventure every dwarf has been waiting for.
Master fatal combos and unleash powerful spells to defeat hordes of ruthless foes in intense melee combat.

Legend says that once a rune stone protected the dwarves, but it disappeared and war destroyed the kingdom. You play
Grimbard - last champion of the dwarfs. On your quest to collect the missing rune stone fragments you have to survive the

desert, enter dark and mysterious woods, descend to the deepest caves and climb the top of the Frozen Fortress. Uncover the
truth about your kingdom's downfall and change the destiny of your nation.

Prepare for a fast-paced, yet narrative dungeon brawling experience in a world of thick atmosphere.

Game Features

Stylized over-the-top violence - execute satisfying fatal combos

Ruthless bosses - defeat them with your head and hammer

Dynamic enemy damage - dodge their attacks, make them hurt each other and smash them into the ground

Fantastic soundtrack and custom-crafted soundscapes - dive deep into the world's atmosphere

Procedurally generated level layouts with an adaptive music system - explore and master different battlegrounds every
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Title: Runic Rampage - Action RPG
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Electrocosmos
Publisher:
Electrocosmos
Release Date: 17 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista+

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support required (e.g. Core 2 Duo, Athlon X2 or better)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.1 or higher required (Intel HD series, NVIDIA GeForce 8000 series, AMD Radeon HD series or newer)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Italian,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Turkish
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Let me tell you a tale about a game called 'Woolfe', a reimagining of Red Riding Hood
Perhaps it had the potential to be innovative and deliver an experience that is really good

But little praise can this reviewer truthfully muster
For a game that ultimately proved rather lacklustre

It had really great music, and it looked fairly pretty
But the platforming was so so, and the combat quite sh*tty

Let down by fighting that was even more wooden than Pinocchios toe
The enemies were dull, and this reviewer never felt much satisfaction grow

With a story that was totally told through rhyme
Though it struggled to work most of the time

Telling a tale that was neither good nor bad
It was just an inconsequential thing, there to be had

Like much of the game it was somewhat ish
Never particularly great, but nor a load of total pish

At around three hours to finish on hard, the game is far from lengthy
If its game time were a height it would barely reach Peter Dinklages knee

Tis passable stuff if you're bored and have money to burn
Though knowest this - even bought dirt cheap a recommended it does not earn!

And should you like the game it ends with a bitter pill
It says "to be continued", but....it never will

For, alas, the developers finances proved not to be all that dapper
And were a company that ended up going down the crapper. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Been almost a month, haven't
received the artbook, contacted support, nothing happened.. My first ever review, so please be gentle!

I'll try to keep this brief, and based more around my experiences, notable elements and how it fits into my gaming time.

Be me, an early 30's gent who's earliest gaming experiences revolved around the loot-based Hack N' Slash genre, Diablo &
Titanquest were MY games. They were all i played until the PS2 era. There was nothing else which cured the "itch" for a
loot-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 like myself.

Fast forward to today, and you name the aRPG and i've played it. Was a Beta player for PoE, back when there was only 2 acts,
there for the error 42 launch of Diablo 3. Thick and thin, aRPGS have always been there in my library on top of any other
genre.

This is the first game since then to not only cure that, but consistently give me something back without the need to trade. I can
log in for a few hours (a big deal nowadays!) and feel like i've either progressed, learned or set my mind off on another tangent
of theorycrafting while carrying on with the daily grind.

It's the little things in this game which keep me going, like the "War & Peace" length tooltips akin to D2, making you read to see
if it's a viable upgrade. The excitement of an ever-so-slight delay upon the loot-splosion of a marked rock or an ornate chest. I
mean to say the loot is impactful on many scales.
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Character building and customisation is right on the button. Just enough to keep you feeling in control of a build you're aiming
for, but with juuust enough on the outer periphery of stats to make you want to min\/max or have a little search for a more
optimised build.

The story isn't much, but let's knock on the door and ask for Ronny Real, who play's these games for story? I don't mean to
belittle anyone who does, but it's not the key driver for the purchase now is it? We want shinies, and this game offers them at a
rate which not only makes them feel rewarding, but without the feel of them saturating you, giving you that little rush we all
crave when playing.

To conclude, Grim Dawn has evolved over the years into an amazing title, and seeing the jumps in quality and re-playable
content from expansion to expansion i know this game will be on my SSD along with D1, D2 and TQ for years to come.. What
can I say? After the huge success of the original Unreal we got this game. It's one the best shooters out there, yeah I know its old
but it's gold! You can play online or with bots, either way it's lots of fun.. Very nice Slamdoor EMU for the PDL and BML, my
only complaint is no Southern livery, but I saw one on DPSimulation. Oh, the sounds aren't that good either, so i'll be picking up
the 421\/422\/423 SP from Armstrong Powerhouse soon.

14\/17
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As released, I can't recommend this game. There's a couple impactful things that are stopping me from giving it a thumbs up.

1. Lack of a tutorial. I feel like "it's a complex game" shouldn't excuse lack of any in-game orientation for new players. All this
game does is tell you to go to youtube and watch the training videos... but these are hard to follow due to the narrator's slightly-
off spoken English coupled with the attempt to mimic a hammy military drill instructor doing a standup comedy routine while
trying to train you on what the many different parts of the game are and how they tie together.

2. Lack of background processing? I'm not sure what it is, but when I hit quick load and happen to switch to a different
application, say, to type a review, the loading process seems to just pause. Dwarf Fortress is a complex game, yet can load a save
file while not running as a foreground window. Little things like frame rate drops every time I mouse over a unit make me think
the coding on this could be a little tighter. I hate to be this critical because I'm not a great programmer myself, but it still has to
be said, especially since the game is advertised as "released", and especially for the $25 asking price.

3. User Interface blues. I really feel like I'm fighting the user interface when I try to get basic things accomplished in this game.
There's a build tree and a whole industry game to play here, but I feel like the developer is not really trying to separate having a
complex game from having a usable interface. The interface is the farthest thing from intuitive I've encountered, and I have
played a few hundred hours of Dwarf Fortress with default ascii graphics.

I'm not going to say the game sucks or the developer doesn't know what they're doing. I think they're making a work of art here,
in that they have a vision of the game they want to make and are definitely making it according to their vision. But just like art,
what one gets out of it is up to that person alone, or rather "beauty is in the eye of the beholder." In this case, fun is in the eye of
the beholder, and I can't say I see this $25 released game as being fun.

I would say it's worth $5 and is a very stable prototype\/tech-demo for the game it actually wants to be.. Does this map really
exist ? Never seen it before.. they shall update the actual required PC specifications or they will continue on having people
refund the game like me. Became like MM if you ask me... You got your toxic players, you got your cheaters, and you got your
admins that don't know what to do with toxic people! It was fun a year ago, but now, its not even worth trying! Sure you have
128 tick servers, but thats not worth 8 euros you have to pay for it every month! Better to play MM than to spend your money
on this! Or better yet, play FACEIT for free! In all, don't spend your money on a system that is in decline! Spend your money on
a game that has some good anti cheat systems !!!. many nipples.
big d o n g
i think i might be gay now.... I never heard of it, but I got it on sale.

It has a similar vibe to Dungeon Keeper 2, but it plays differently. The creatures and interactions are silly and bizarre, which
gives the game a kind of cheeky character.

Some of the biggest differences are there's no digging (it's a space station, duh), resources are acquired through trading, and you
have less control over your minions.

I really recommend skipping over the tutorials and just jumping into the 1st mission, it's really pretty easy. There's a steep
difficulty curve after the 4th mission, but it's not a big deal, just keep trying.

I got about 30 hours, or 2 weeks out of it. I think it's worth the money.
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